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ABSTRACr We derive the retarded van der Waals interaction between two long
thin parallel dielectric cylinders immersed in a solvent. The result shows that the
ultraviolet interactions which may be responsible for the specificity of macro-
molecular interactions do not operate strongly over distances R . 50 A. For greater
distances the contribution of these frequencies t is damped by a factor (x etRIc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a preceding paper' we have derived an expression for the nonretarded interac-
tion between thin isotropic dielectric cylinders. In this paper we consider retarda-
tion of the interaction due to the finite velocity of the speed of light which become
increasingly important as the separation of the interacting media increases. Their
effect is to cause the interaction to decrease much more rapidly as the separation
increases. For example, the interaction between planar geometries separated by a
distance I changes from A/12 to B/fl due to retardation (1-3). For dipoles the inter-
action changes from a/fl to 6/17 (4-6). This transition is not a sharp one but for
most systems it takes place in the region where the separation is , 100 A.
For some biological systems involving cylindrical molecules, e.g. viral assembly
and muscle filaments (7), this distance regime can be important and hence it is
important to evaluate the retarded van der Waals force for these types of cylindrical
systems.
The general formalism is given in section 2. In section 3 we restrict ourselves for
simplicity to thin cylinders. Fat cylinders will be discussed elsewhere.
In section 4 we summarize our conclusions. Certain technical problems are con-
tained in the two appendices.
2. METHOD
In order to evaluate the dispersion relation for the electromagnetic modes of inter-
action, we shall proceed in the following manner. First we evaluate the response of
IMitchell, D. J., B. W. Ninham, and P. Richmond. 1973. Biophys. J. 13:359.
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a single cylinder to an arbitrary incident electromagnetic wave. Then we identify
this incident wave with the reflected wave of a second cylinder. The normal mode
equation then follows in a straightforward manner.
Consider first then an infinite cylinder of radius a and dielectric susceptibility
61(w) immersed in a dielectric medium of susceptibility ea(w). We assume all media
are nonmagnetic. The electromagnetic fields 9, C in the system are determined by
Maxwell's equations. Taking Fourier transforms with respect to time these can be
written as:
V X = iwc/c V- =O, (1)
V X c = -iwg/c V. = O.
From these equations we can derive the wave equations which are satisfied by the
cartesian components of the fields:
2
V2g+ (O IE8 = ° ((2)
2
V2(t + 2 = °X ( 3)
where inside the cylinder e = ej(w) and outside e= (8(w). We take solutions of the
form
Ee=E = B e (4)
where the z axis is parallel to the cylinder axis. The general solution to Eqs. 1-4
inside the cylinder can then be written (see Appendix I) as follows:
=Zu, r) ein0
n JnJ(ul a)
.Jn(uir) e ino
=, B (6)
n Jn(ui a)
Er =- ZAnik Jn(u1r) B nw eJ(u7r)}LinUl n Jn(uia) cul r J.(ul a)
ikn Jn(u, r)
_B J'(u r)} inO(Ul n ul r Jn(ul a) c Jn(u, a)
where
2
2 WEl -k2.
u1= --, (9)
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The subscripts z, r, 0 denote the usual vector components in cylindrical coordinates,
J. are ordinary Bessel functions, and the sums over n range from - to c. The
remaining components of B can be determined from Eqs. 1. Similarly, the cor-
responding solutions outside the cylinder are given by:
{H" (8r)+ J(us r) in1Ez =, +n FH( t e , (10)U3nnLH(H"(us a) cJn(us a))
+FH(ui) r) .n(ua r) in rBz ~ Dn + Gn
UnnH1 Jn(u(us a)3 H Jn(u3a
E. =-:£ |c. iknHn (us r) - Dwn H(1) (us r)U3 n H(1U3r )(ua a) c H(1)(u.a)
+ j()ikn Jn(ua r) - G co Jn(us r) em. (13)
U+ rJn(us a) Cur Jn(ua a)e
Here care Hankel functions of the first kind in standard notation. The co-
efficients Fn and Gn determine the incident wave, while the coefficients Cn and Dn
determne the reflected wave, i.e., the external response to the incident wave. All
these coefficients are related via the boundary conditions which are that Ez, Bz,
Eo, and e Er are are continuous across a boundary. These yield the following
equations:
An = Cn + Fn,
BE = Dn +Gn_ (14)
USkn Us r Ho(1)(ua)B=ik C_sH(1) (u3 a) D
ikna____ Biknc wa)a 3iC HJn )(u3 a)
+ ik Gn en"a n 13
2 2 H~~~~~~(u:a) ucnua
u1a Jn(uiC)J x(a) ua UScn(U a) cn
E1[-J ()) An-4!cBn]E= 3Lu H(1)(U3) C~-u2ca
+sde d wi the cFn cntGn] ( 16)
We now eliminate An and Bn from Eqs. 15 and 16 using Eqs. 14. It is then straight-
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forward to solve the resulting equations for C. and Dn in terms of F. and G.
Carrying out the required algebra we obtain the relations
Cn = A n1 Fn + A 12 GnX ( 17 )
Dn = Anl Fn + A22 Gn X (18)
where
All = a z- 19 )
An (20)
A=2oy oly (21)
22 aI - a('A a'3a3'(22)
and
ikn {1 } (23)
_= fII,P=(u3a) _ J2(u3a) (
=C u3H(ua)U=J(u2a) ' (2
= wJJ(uia) _ Jn(U a) (26)
C H(lJn(u a) U Jn(u a)J
a' = ik feu JH(ui a) U_3 HJn (u3a)\2
C Ul Jn (ula) U3HJn (u3a) (
= ik- E, J'(u,a) __ ElJ'(u1a)U3 Jn(u3 a) Ui Jn(u1 a)
Eqs. 14 and 17-28 completely determine the response of a single cylinder of radius
a to an arbitrary incident electromagnetic wave.
We now identify this arbitrary incident wave with a reflected wave from a second
cylinder. This second cylinder is taken to be parallel to the first and is distance R
from the first. Suppose that the second cylinder has radius b and dielectric suscepti-
bility E2 = E2(W). We choose a second cylindrical coordinate system (r2, 02, z2) with
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axis z2 along the axis. It is clear that the z components of the reflected fields for the
second cylinder can be written
, C HL'n" (u3 r2) einO2 (29Ez
n
nH (1(ugb) ,(9
H=nlH'(us r2) inO2H =n(ub) e ( 30)
We must now identify these fields with the incident waves for the first cylinder.
This can be done if we note the addition formula for Hankel functions (8)
H(1) (u8 r2) einh2 = H( )n (u3 R) Jm(u8 r) e"m0. (31)
m-oo
Then the electric field given by Eq. 29 can be written as
Ez= S j_(g, ' J, (u8 a) E C'H+n(u R) eine (32)inJ.(u8a) n H (1)(u8 b)
We can now identify the coefficient of eimm with the coefficient Fm which occurs
in Eq. 10. Thus
Hm% )n(u8R)
Fm = Jm(u8 a)E(C + ) (33
Similarly, from Eq. 30 we can relate the coefficients D' to the Gm of Eq. 11 using
Eqs. 30 and 31:
Gm= JH(u8a) E D (u8 ( 34)
From Eqs. 17, 18, 33, and 34 we deduce that
Cm = FA411Ann Cn + EA12A nn(35~~~~n n i inD (35)
n n
Dm = E Aml AmnC Amn DI (36)
n n
where
Am Jm,(usaa) HA+(u8b) (37)HTs (ut R)
These equations can be written in a more compact form if we introduce a column
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vector
r DMCm 8(38)
and a matrix
* Am Amn .A Amn
M.= . ;(39)
*A Amn Am Amn
........... ...........*-
Then Eqs. 35 and 36 have the convenient form
r =AM r'. (40)
It should be clear that there exists a similar equation
= iNVr, (41)
where S? is obtained from M by replacing a by b and ul by u2 where
2
usl = Co -2 k2. ( 42)C2~~~~~~~(2
Together Eqs. 40 and 41 provide a condition for consistency on the allowed normal
modes responsible for the interaction. This is
D(w) = Det I 1 - MNV = O. (43)
In terms of this dispersion relation the free energy of interaction is given by the
usual expression (6, 9, 10)
F(a, b, R) = k j dk ' In D(itn); n = 2irnkT/h. (44)27r o n-0
3. DISPERSION RELATION FOR THIN CYLINDERS
The expression obtained in the previous section for the dispersion relation and hence
the force solves the problem completely in principle. In practice of course, Eq. 44
is quite useless unless it is reduced to a less intractable form. In this section we spe-
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cialize to the case of "thin" cylinders a, b << R, (or "fat" cylinders far apart). We
consider this case for two reasons: (a) the problem can be done, and (b) we have in
mind subsequent applications to the energies of interaction of linear polyelectro-
lytes like DNA. For that problem the nature and magnitude of retardation effects,
which presumably have some bearing on the specificity of interactions, are not
immediately obvious from a consideration of planar interactions (1, 11, 12).
In order to carry out the required reductions, we proceed by a method similar to
that developed in our previous study of the nonretarded forces between cylinders.'
We note first that for t/c, k < I/R then u8(it, k)R < 1, and since a, b << R
we can expand the Bessel functions which occur in the matrix M in ascending
powers of the arguments. This procedure yields
Mm - Rb' (m + n-II)! < eab2+n (4MinnRm-I? m!(n - 1)! <Rm-Fn2n4
The matrix elements decrease rapidly with increasing m and n. On the other hand,
when t/c, k > 1/R it is convenient to introduce the real positive variable
r 2 1/2
Va = k2 + 2}/ (46)
such that
U2 = e/2Va)2.47(e2 (47)
Then since
H(1) (zetr/2) = _ 2ee7"12K (z) - X < arg z < 7r/2, (48 )7r
we see from Eqs. 37, 39, and 48 that
M."' c Hm()n(u8R) Oc Km+n(v3R). (49 )
Thus in the region t/c, k >> I/R, i.e. I v8R << 1, we can use the asymptotic expan-
sion of Km+n(Z) to deduce that
M'
vaR ( 50)
Again the matrix elements decrease rapidly for all m and n. These arguments sug-
gest that to the leading order of approximation, in evaluating the matrix MV we
need only to retain matrix elements for m, n = 0, d 1. This expectation is borne out
by a more detailed analysis.
In order to evaluate the free energy of interaction (Eq. 44) explicitly we require.
ln I{Det I I-F }=-r{P ;M ( 51)
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It can be shown that only the leading term contributes to leading order, so that we
can take
ln {Det II--EMmjNim. (52)
m,j
In the resulting trace (Tr) we now retain only terms for which m, j = -1, 0, + 1.
Substituting Eq. 52 into Eq. 44 yields
kT o +1
F(a, b, R)
--( dk , , MmjNjn (53)27r o m-o m,j-1
A further reduction can be carried out to simplify this expression still more. The
dominant contributions to the integral over k and sum over frequencies S.n in Eq.
53 come from the region voR < 1. Hence the Bessel functions of argument ua a,
ua b which occur in the matrix elements Mmj , Njm can be expanded in powers of ua
and ub. Only the leading terms contribute to leading order. Using the limiting forms
(13) we find after some algebra that
An = - 8 n 0, (54)U2 U2 el + C-
-(e-1) a2u2ln (u3a) n =0, (55)
- 263
.12
_ 1i 63es Ul
kc u8 ul El + 68es0
-0 n= 0, (56)
--ikcfI 11 -3 Ui{U2 f2 (l+ ) 2ne8,
0 u = 0, (57)
A - (+ )U{1 2 n 0O63 f1 i\
-O n =0, (58)
All = abiir (u) H")'(u3R), (59)
Ao1 = bibr (U) H(1) (u R), (60)
i-aZ(u,) HN°(uR) (R)A10= a2~ In (uab) (1
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i7r Ho"' (usR) (22 n (u8b) 62)
A,,-1 =-abi () H" (u3R). (63)
From Eq. 37 we note also that
All = -A.1,-1; Al,-, A= ,,
A1,o = A-1,o; Ao,l = Ao,-1. (64)
From Eq. 52 we find
+1
ln{Detl
-MNII, E MmjNjm,m,-1
=
-A00BooAoBoll - 2Ao,B1oAA1B1 - 2A,oBoAlBoll
-2{A11B1i + Al,_-B-1,1}
. tAl'Bl1 + A 2Bi1 + A2'B12 + Al2B22} (65)
where the functions B are obtained from the functions A by replacing a with b and
el with 62 . Explicitly, after substituting Eqs. 54-64 into Eq. 65 we have
In {Det II -MirI} = a2b (63-61)(6f3-62) 4 K2(v R)
32b{(V3 V2) 3 el + (el >.2)} v3K2(v3R)
a2b2f( 4(______
_ (13 +31)(2 +V
2 (61 +E + e:)(ft +63)
+ gVlV21 + (61
(+6l 6E3+)( LV3) V22 62)}
+(V2 V2) (V2 V2) (,El + S63)(62 + 63) }
X {v[K(vs R) + K6o(v3R)]}. (66)
To obtain this expression we have used the identity Eq. 48. The quantities va are
defined by Eq. 46.
The free energy is now given by substituting expression 66 into expression 44.
To proceed it is convenient to split Eq. 66 into two regimes corresponding to high
and low frequencies.
(a) At low frequencies: t < 8 = c/R'V. In this case we can simply replace
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va by k. The 5th, 6th, and 7th terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 66 then vanish
and we obtain
logz<zeIDetI I 1-MN_a'e('ESb(63- 6')(63 - 62) k4K2(kR)
- a2b2 (63-6i\ (E3-6) k4{K2(kR) + n(kR)
2 kEs + El, I\63 + C62/k2'R
a2e (3 el ES
_)+ (6Ei-+E2)k4KI(kR). (67)
Substituting Eq. 67 into Eq. 44 gives the contribution of these low frequencies to
the free energy. They yield a nonretarded contribution proportional to R5 similar
to that obtained elsewhere.' Thus
F<(a, b, R)
kcT f',(dk logt'< [DetI1 - AlWII27 Gn<ClE
1r a2Y Es{27( - e)( - 62)
211 R5 G<E OE
+ 684(e-3-el)(e3 - E2 90 E [t-el (e3 Es + C-1 C2) ( 68 )
+ 4 3 + +90 +()E +)
(b) For high frequencies: t > =c/RN/Z. The analysis of this case is more
complicated and details are given in Appendix II. For the case where t, is in the
visible or near infrared, we can use the transformation kT -h/2Tr f dt to obtain
F>(a, b, R)
= 4 f dt dk logt'>' [Det 1 - AHI,
a2b2 h \ 3/2 oo - 7/2
4[( -1)(63-+ )( - l) (61)+ l62)} 6 RV
+e3 + el(6)-+{)3e2 ( 2 ,RV)l (69)
The integrals in Eq. 69 can be simplified when we note that the main contribution
comes from frequencies t 2 {.. We can therefore replace the dielectric suscep-
tibilities in Eq. 69 by their values at t8 (we denote these by 63 etc.). It remains to
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evaluate integrals of the form
co dte-2t/Gtn
where n = X and . Introducing a change of variable x = 24/Z, we can write
these as
n+l co n+l
8 f2t dxe'x=' r(n + 1; 2). (70)2n+l 2fl+1
r is an incomplete gamma function (13). Substituting Eq. 70 into Eq. 69 we finally
obtain
F (a, b, R) = - 2ir2^s292R6{ ).
2_a\/- /26a
We eretded v+ er W 2)] 32
+ giv Elby E3 -s 7 6 a (23reu-c1 )t t ( 71b
The retarded contribution to the free energy of interaction is then proportional
to R-6. The total free energy of interaction is then F(a, b, R)g c o(a, b, R) +d '
(a, b, R).
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have derived the retarded van der Waals free energy of interaction between two
long thin dielectric cylinders immersed in a solvent. In thelimit Rthat the result
given by Eqs. 72, 68, and 71 reduces to the nonretarded interaction derived by us
elsewhere.' 2 From expression 69, however, it is clear that as R increases, the con-
tributions to the interaction energy from frequencies greater thant, are strongly
damped due to the exponential factor. trhis damping corresponds to distance
R Richmonwsa.In the ultravioletI re and thus a typical ultraviolet frequency
v1.5 X 1016 rad/s is damped for distance R > 100 A. It is clear that specificity in
macromolecular interactions due to ultraviolet and infraredcorrelaltonswipe not
occur until the molecules are much closer, i.e., R > f0A. At "large" distances
[>0(50 A) the temperature-dependent entropic contribution to the free energy
due to microwave fluctuations across water will dominate in biological systems
(1, 1 1, and footnote 1).
Dr. Richmond was a Queen Elizabeth II research fellow.
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2 Mitchell, D. J.) B. W. Ninham, and P. Richmond. 1972. J. Theor. Biol. 37:251. ITis paper deals
with the effects of anisotropy.
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APPENDIX I
Inside a cylindrical region, the cartesian components of the electric field which are solutions
of the wave equation, Eq. 5, can be written:
Es = E AnJn(ur)ein, (A 1)
n
Ex = E X.J.(ur)ein', (A2)
n
Ey= i Y.J7(ur)ein'. (A 3)
n
The radial and tangential components E,, Eo are given in terms of E. and Ey by the usual
relations
Er = ExcosO + Ey sin6, (A4)
Ee = -E. sinO + Ey cosO. (A 5)
From Eqs. A 2, A 3, and A 4 we obtain
E = : (WnJn_l + ZnJn+i)eitG (A 6)
n
where
Wn = (Xn-1 - iyn-1)
and
Zn = Y2(Xn+l + iyn+l).
From Eqs. A 2, A 3, and A 5 we similarly obtain
Ee - i E (WnJn_l- ZnJn+)ein'. (A 7)
n
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The coefficients A., W,, and Zn are not independent. Substituting Eqs. A 1, A 6, and
A 7 into the Maxwell equation V = 0, which in cylindrical coordinates is
I a bE9
-
- (rE.) + - - + ikE8 = 0,
r clr r ae
we obtain
wn,2 + ZnJ,n+l + IWnJnW l + ZnJn+l - nWnJn-1 + nZnJn+l]
ur
+
-
AnJn = °
u
Using the recurrence relations for the Bessel functions (13) we obtain
-WnJn + ZnJn + - AnJn = 0.
U
Since this holds for all values of the argument of the Bessel function this yields
Zn- Wn +-An = 0. (A 8)
u
The z component of the magnetic field can be written
Bs = E BnJn(ur) einO. (A 9)
n
This is related to the electric fields Ee and E. by the Maxwell equation iwlc B = V X E.
In cylindrical coordinates the relevant component for our purpose is
B,= 1 (E _ d, +aE_ A 10)
c r a r
Substituting Eqs. A 6, A 7, and A 9 into Eq. A 10 we obtain
Jwn4 - ZnJn+i + [WnJn - ZnJn+l - nWnJn-l - nZnJn+l = JB
Again using the recurrence relations we obtain
-Wn -Zn = "Bn (A 11)
Cu
Eqs. A 8 and A 11 determine the coefficients E. Eo of the electric fields in terms of the co-
efficients of E. and Bz. Solving the equations for Wn and Zn in terms of An and Bn and
then substituting into the expressions A 6 and A 7 we obtain the expressions 9 and 10 quoted
in the main text. The expressions 14 and 15 follow in a similar manner.
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APPENDIX II
To reduce Eq. 69 we must integrate Eq. 66 over k. The general method is well illustrated by
a particular example. Consider for example, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. 66.
This gives an integral
1=ft dk e8 vE K2(vsR). (A 12)
Introduce new variables
p= C_v, (A 13)
and
s [p2 - 1 + e]12 (A 14)
I can now be expressed as
I= (tES - f dpp" _ -K1) a i( t Rp) (A 15)
We are interested in the retarded contribution to the free energy, i.e., when i$V-R/c >> 1.
Therefore we can replace the Bessel function by its asymptotic form for large argument
(13). This yields
I1= <)4X (-62)rdp11 " 1) exp[-(2tVER/c)p]. (A 16)
The substitution p = cosh u now yields
./--462 f du sinh2 u cosh4 u
c 2R Jo (cosh2 u+ C2
-)
*exp [-(20./ZR/c) cosh u]. (A 17)
In most cases the distance regime is such that retardation is of significance only for high
frequencies (i.e., visible, ultraviolet). In this region 62 s '-f' 1. The denominator can now
be simplified and we obtain
I = (t <) T (e-( 62) f du sinh2 u cosh2 u
*exp [-(2k V/;3R/c) cosh u]. (A 18)
The integral over u can be evaluated exactly after we note that
sinh2 u cosh2 u =- [cosh 4u - 1]. (A 19)8
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We obtain
(c )2R 8 [K ( R o(2tv3 )
Again we replace the Bessel functions by their asymptotic form for large argument. The
leading terms cancel and it is necessary to go to second order in the expansion which is
Kv(z) e{I + 81.}. (A 21)
Substituting this expression into Eq. A 20 we finally obtain
( c ) 2R512
8
64 *exp [-(2t/Ve3R/c)]. (A 22)1=( .4/j2R2K'2 (E8 2 634A 2
If the frequency regime is such that 62/E3 << 1 or >> 1 then different expansions must b.
used for the denominator in Eq. A 17. The final result, however, does not differ significantly
from the one above. The other integrals are done in an identical way.
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